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Abstract

PDBiib is an extensible object oriented class
library written in C++ for representing the
3-dimensional structure of biological macro-
molecules. PDBlib forms the kernel of a larger
software framework being developed for assit-
ing in knowledge discovery from macromolecu-
lar structure data. The software design strategy
used by PDBlib, how the library may be used
and several prototype applications that use the
library are summarized. PDBlib represents the
structural features of proteins, DNA, RNA, and
complexes thereof, at a level of detail on a par
with that which can be parsed from a Protein
Data Bank (PDB) entry. However, the memory
resident representation of the macromolecule is
independent of the PDB entry and can be ob-
tained from other back-end data sources, for ex-
ample, e.xJsting relational databases and our own
object oriented database (OOPDB) built on top
of the commercial object oriented database, Ob-
jectStore. At the front-end are several proto-
type applications thal use the library: Macro-
molecular Query Language (MMQL) is based 
a separate class library (MMQLlib) for build-
ing complex queries pertaining to macromolec-
ular structure; PDBtool is an interactive struc-
ture verification tool; and PDBview, is a struc-
ture rendering tool used either as a standalone
tool or as part of another application. Each of
these software components are described. All
software is available via anonymous ftp from
cuhhca.hhmi, columbia, edu i

l"l’his work was sponsored by the National Science Foun-
dation grant no. IRI-9116798.

Introduction

The complexity and amount of biological data avail-
able now and anticipated in the future threatens to
overwhehn our ability to use it effectively. Current bot-
tlenecks include the lack of appropriate software and
our ability to suitable[y represent the data for use by
software. Although it is beyond the scope of t his paper
it. shouhl be noted that the macromolecular crystallog-
raphy community is striving to define a richer and more
formalized data representation referred to as the Crys-
tallographic Information File (CIF) format (Fitzgeraht
et al. 1993) to address the later problem.

Traditionally, biological software has bccn developed
using structured progranuning tools that require trans-
lation of high level biological concepts into low level
programming constructs that are alienated from the
biological system they represent. This results in soft.-
ware systems that are not always easily understood
by biologists. In addition, these programs contain few
reusable components. As a result most biological soft-
ware cannot easily be reused in other biological soft-
ware development projects requiring similar function-
ality.

Object oriented programming (Stroustrup 1987)
provides an alternative software engineering approach
that addresses some of the shortcomings associated
with struet~ared programming. The basic components
of an object oriented program are objects and rela-
tionships. Objects represent the idcntifiablc intelligent
agents in the problem domain and relationships rep-
resent the interactions among these objects. Objects
hide their internal algorithms and data, and communi-
cate with each to ensure the integrity and encapsula-
tion of the data manipulation. These features make it
possible to develop software which closely models the
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problem domain and subsequently can be easily ex-
tended as the problem domain being represented be-
comes more complex. Alternatively, components of the
model can be applied to related problem domains.

The first report of a truely object oriented approach
to representing and using macronlolecular data was
that of Gray and coworkers (Gray et al. 1990) who
developed an object oriented database of protein struc-
ture based on Prolog mad the query language DAPLEX
(Shipman 1981). This database was subsequently used
to search for hydrophobic microdomains (Kemp and
Gray 1990). Gray (Gray et al. 1990) concluded that
the object oriented model was well suited for repre-
senting the components of a protein structure and the
relationships between those components.

Applying object oriented software design principles
to macromolecular structures leads to classes that rep-
resent components of the structure. For example, the
valine at the N-terminus on the A polypeptide chain in
deoxyhaemoglobin (Fermi et al. 1984) could be consid-
ered an object instance of the class Subentity (a term
for describing amino acids and nucleotides), whereas
the A polypeptide chain is an instance of the class
Entity (a term for describing polypeptide chains and
DNA strands). The state of the valine would include,
for example, its position in the polypeptide chain and
a method would, for example, return the polypeptide
chain to which the valine belonged. When defining
classes it is also necessary to specify the relationship
among these classes. Two types of relationship, is_a
and has_a, are conmlonly used to describe the orga-
nization among object classes. An is_a relationship is
used to denote one class as being a subtype or derived
class of another class (i.e. a base class). has_a rela-
tionship denotes that one class is composed of one or
more objects of another class. Sometimes, a has_a rela-
tionship has a reverse relationship, is_part_of. Thus in
deoxyhemoglobin, the A polypeptide chain is all object
instance of the class Entity which could have a parCof
relationship to the class Compound, a base class de-
scribing general features of the deoxyhemoglobin struc-
ture. Similarly, Compound could have an has_a rela-
tionship with En~i~y.

System and Methods
Over 100 classes have been identified and implemented
in the PDBlib class library. The classes are classified
in one of four ways according to their functionality and
relationships to other classes: Intrinsic, extensible and
iterative classes forrh the core of the library; the Pdb-
File class provides access to Protein Data Bank (PDB)
files (Bernstein et al. 1977). Intrinsic claascs com-
bine with extensible classes to form the macromolecu-
lar representation. Extensible classes wrap around the
intrinsic classes and hide them from other parts of the
library and user programs. The intrinsic classes con-
tain the essential part of the library implementation.
Designing PDBlib so as to separate intrinsic and exten-

sible classes makes the library usable for a variety of
applications since the application programmer writers
to the extensible classes without regard for the intrin-
sic classes. Iterative classes operate on the extensible
wrapper classes and provide navigation facilities of the
objects representing the macromolecular structure.

PdbFile, the PDB file conversion class, is not strictly
part of the library, but was developed to demonstrate
an application of the library, and to facilitate library
users who wish to build applications that read PDB
files. The core classes have no assumed knowledge
about the behavior or structure of the PdbFile class
and can be used without this peripheral class to repre-
sent nla~romolecular structure data from other sources.

The PDBlib class library has been compiled and
tested on four hardware platforms and associated
C++ compilers: Sun Microsystems SparcServer 2 with
SunOS 4.1.2 and AT~T C++ compiler version 3.0; Sili-
con Graphics Elan with Irix 4.0.1 and C++ version 3.0;
and Digital Equipment Corporation AXP 3500S with
OSF/1 version 1.2 and DEC C++ compiler version 1.2.
PDBlib does not currently compile with the GNU g++
compiler.

Implementation
Full details of the implementation are given in Chang
et al. 1994. The purpose here is provide enough de-
tail so that it is possible to understand how to use the
library and to see how the library is used in the appli-
cations described subsequently.

Intrinsic and Extensible Classes
The majority of the classes contained in PDBlib were
developed to represent and manipulate macromolec-
ular components, for example, polypeptide chains or
DNA strands, secondary structures, functional sites,
disulphide linkages, salt bridges, residues, or nu-
cleotides, and atoms. Each component is represented
by both intrinsic and extensible classes. Intrinsic
classes are identified by class names starting with Intr,
for example, lntrAtom and lntrEntity and serve as con-
tainers for all supplied macromolecular features. The
extensible classes serve as a wrapper to encapsulate
the corresponding intrinsic classes through inheritance.
The name of the extensible class associated with the
intrinsic class is identified by simply removing the Intr
string from the class name. Only object constructors
and destructors were supplied for extensible classes in
the PDBlib library.

Since intrinsic classes are invisible in most cases, ex-
ternal classes are the visible corresponding object rep-
resentation of the structure components. A close-knit
linkage was maintained between the intrinsic classes
and the extensible compound component classes. This
design allows programmers to develop their own mod-
ules in the extensible classes while maintaining a strong
linkage with later releases of the library. This exten-
sibility and upward compatibility has proven useful in
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our own use of the library and is seen as important if
the library is to be used by other researchers.

Macromolecular Component Classes

’[’aken together the related intrinsic and extensible
class is referred to as a macromolecular component
class. A conceptual representation of the relationships
among PDBlib macromolecular component classes is
shown in Figure 1. Objects and classes are represented
as rectangles and arrows represent relationships. A
thin arrow represents a has_a or a is_part_of relation-
ship. Two-way arrows indicate that. the relationship
can be established in either direction. For example,
Compound has_a Sheet and Sheet is_part_of (..’ompound.
One-way arrows represent a uni-directional relation-
ship. For example, Compound has_a Bond, but Bond
is_part_of Compound does not exist.. The relationship
of Bond to Compound has to be established through the
Atom class. Bond has_a Atom which is_part.of Suben-
lily which is_parkof Entity which is_part_of Compound.

Fig. 1 Conceptual Representation of the Rela-
tionship Among PDBiib Macromolecular Component
Classes.

Inheritance relationships are represented as thick
arrows. For instance, the class SecStruc (secondary
structure) inherits data and methods fronl CompdSub-
Slruc (compound substructure). Details of the over-
all macronlolecular structure, that is common name,
source, references, authors, and so on, are represented
by class Compound. Compound is composed of En-
tity, Sheet, Site, Bond and other Compound lewd in-
formation. The Entity class contains information such
as a list of subentities and a list. of secondary struc-
tures. Information on individual atoms, such as or-

thogonal coordinates, occupancy and isotropic temper-
atnrc factor are. specified as data in an Atom object,
and each Atom object establishes a is_part_of relation-
ship with each SubEntity object. Information amt re-
lationships can be obtained or modified by applying
proper methods to the appropriate objects. For exam-
pie, Entity::A ddSubentity(SubEntity * subentity_p) and
SubEntity::FindAtom(string * atom_name) for adding
a subentity to a subentity list and for finding an atom,
respectively. Similarly, the. Compound object associ-
ated with an Atom object can be determined by us-
ing the function call atom=p->MyCompoundO, where
atom_p represent a pointer to an Alom object and My-
Compound0 is a method defined in the Atom class.
The method Atom::MyCompound0 was implemented
as pointers from Atom to b’ubEniity, and from SubEn-
tity to Entity which returns the Entity level pointer
which is directed at the Compound object.

The macromolecular classes discussed thus far map
directly to structural components contained in protein
and DNA structure. However, to be efficient, there
was a need for iterative classes to navigate structures
with arbitrary complexity. For example, subentities
from different entities known to form a site within the
molecule with biological significance the haem bind-
ing site in haemoglobin. Thus, abstract classes were
implemented that. define arbitary groupings of macro-
molecular components. An example of this abstract
representation is the implementation of the relation-
ship between CompdS,’ubStruc and S’ubEntity (Figure
2). An abstract class of SubEntityList was introduced
as a linkage between CompdSubStruc and SubEntity
classes. SubEntityList is oue example of a c[a~s with
a relationship to the parent base class List, others in-
elude EntityList and AlomList. The List classes serve
as an interface between the compound structure and
iterative classes.

~rt

Fig. 2 Implementation of the SubEntityList Classes
and their Relationship to the Entity, CompdSubStruc,
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and SubEntity Classes.
Structures derived experimentally often consist of in-

complete data. For example, structures from low res-
olution X-ray diffraction studies may not reveal the
positions of subentities at the more flexible C- and N-
termini of the polypeptide chain, or in loop regions on
the surface of the molecule. Nevertheless, even if the
atom properties (coordinates, temperature factor etc.)
are not known, the sequence and connectivity of the
missing subentities are known and are included in the
object oriented representation.

The SubEntityProperly class was developed to hold
general properties such as formula, connectivity, and
name of member atoms for each type of suben-
tity. Missing information can then be restored us-
ing the properties compiled in SubEntityProperty ob-
jects. Currently, over 500 SubEnlityProperly objects
have been extracted from PDB files for the approxi-
mately 2400 fully annotated structures in the January
1994 release (Bernstein et al. 1977). Information 
these over 500 objects is stored in a text file and are ei-
ther loaded at run time or compiled into an executable
file at compile time.

Theoretically, each subentity type should be de-
fined as a class in the library, and behave according
to its class implementation. However, to define an
extensible class hierarchy, currently containing over
500 classes, is not a simple task. Rather we devel-
oped a subentity class hierarchy with 6 concrete classes
to cover the types of structures present in the PDB,
namely proteins, DNA, RNA, polysacharides, and
complexes thereof. The six classes are: CAAResidue
(canonical anaino acid residue); NCAAResidue (non-
canonical amino acid residue); C,Vucleotide (canonical
nucleotide); NCNucleolide (non-canonical nucleotide);
Saccharide; and Heterogen. The canonical amino acid
class includes the 20 basic amino acids plus ASX
and GLX. Amino acids that. occur in polypeptides
as the result of natural post-translational or artifi-
cial modifications are classified as non-canonical amino
acids. The canonical nucleotide class includes the
5 basic nucleotides (A, T, U, C, G). All other nu-
cleotides that occur in polynucleotides as a result of
natural or artificial modifications are regarded as non-
canonical nucleotides. The Saccharide class consists of
polysaeharide components. Any substrate that cannot
be characterized as one of these classes is a member of
the Heterogen class.

Iterative Classes

Iterative classes are a group of helper classes that pro-
vide a set interface between each level of compound
structure (entity, subentity, and so on) and the meth-
ods that access those structures. Iterative classes con-
sist of two sub-groups that perform exmmeration on a
set of objects with different specifications. First, an
iterator object navigates through all objects of a List,
which can bc one of the classes derived from the List

base class. Second, filters enumerate on top of itera-
tots and returns a set of objects that satisfy certain
criteria. Iterator and filter objects are generated and
destroyed dynamically at run time by application pro-
grams while achieving their only function, navigating
compound structures. Iterative classes reduce the de-
pendency between application programs and underly-
ing compound structures such that modifications to
compound structure classes will have minimal impact
on application programs.

PdbFile Class

The class PdbFile was developed to load a PDB file
into the data structure defined by the PDBlib classes.
The PdbFile class contains no knowledge of the rep-
resentation defined by PDBlib, but rather consists of
a collection of functions which interpret the PDB file
and deal with some of tim reported inconsistencies in
the data (Lesk et al. 1989; Morris et al. 1992). 
important task performed by the PdbFile class is to
generate the proper subentity sequence regardless of
inconsistencies in subentity numbering and represen-
tation, incomplete experimental data, and alternative
positions. Initially a primary structure is constructed
based on the PDB SEQRES records, then information
from PDB ATOM and HETATM records are used to
verify and modify the initial primary structure to con-
serve as much information as possible. Modifications
of the object oriented representation of tim macro-
molecular structure may include deletion and insertion
of subentities, finding and building alternative suben-
tity conformations and rearranging neighboring suben-
titles to insure consistency between the sequence as
described by the SEQRES records and that described
by the ATOM records. Once the sequence of subenti-
ties is determined, the secondary structures, functionM
sites, and other types of connectivity information can
be represented. While missing atoms and residues and
alternative positions can be interpreted by the Pdb-
File class and subsequently represented by PDBIib, no
effort is currently made to handle anisotropic temper-
ature factors or hydrogen atoms; they are simply ig-
nored. The latter could be derived if needed. The
header file distributed with the PdbFile class details
how the structure is interpreted. Approximately 5% of
the structures in the January 1994 release of the PDB
cannot be loaded from their corresponding PDB files
because of unresolvable inconsistencies in numbering,
nomenclature, and primary sequence. Further, if the
SubEnlityProperty class does not contain connectivity
information for all the HET groups of the structure be-
ing loaded, the load will fail. While this is not a prob-
lem given that all HET groups found in the current
PDB are described by the SubEntityProperty class, it
will be a problem for new structures containing previ-
ously unencountered HET groups. Future versions of
PDBlib will include expanded HET dictionaries.
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Using the Library

The following is a simple example of how the library
call be used to load a structure from a PDB file and
navigate and return information about that structure.

// create a pdbfile object and pointed
// to the PDB file named "3ebx.pdb".

PdbFile pdbfile("3ebx .pdb" ) 
// generate the in-memory representation
// and pass it to the compound.

compound=pdbfile. Import ( ) 

Once an in-memory macromolecular compound is
generated other facilities, for example iterat, ors, call
navigate through the structure at, the level of abstrac-
tion desired they want. The following code shows an
iteration through all atoms of a macromolecular object.

for (AtomIterator ait(object); ait; ++ait){
cout<<ait().MyName();

}

By altering the object passed to the Atomllerator
constructor one can iterate through all the atoIns at
an abstraction level he/she wants. For example, if the
object is ~ compound, all the atom’s name of the com-
pound will be printed. Iterators "know" the underlying
object model and relieve the burden from the applica-
tion programmer. Besides the atom iterator, other it-
erators that navigate different macromolecular objects
are also available in the library. These iterators pro-
vide a similar interface to tire atom iterator and can
be used to navigate through entities, sub-entities and
secondary structures. Different iterators can be used
in combination, for example:

for (SecondaryStructureIterator sst(*compound);
sst; ++sst){

cout<<sst().MyName()<<" is of 
:"<<sst().MyType()

<<" contain the following subentities"<<endl;
for (SubEntityIterator sit(sst()); sit; ++sit){

cout<<sit().MyName()<<
.... <<sit().MySequenceNumber()<<endl;

}
}

Details on the many additional methods which, for
example, returfl alternate atom positions or derived
information are described in Chang et al. 1994.

Applications

Once a memory-resident compound object, is generated
fi’oIn PDBlib, a variety of applications can be written
that use this macrornolecular representation. Three
are described here in increasing order of complexity.

PDBview

PDBview, was developed to test the value of PDBIib
as a central component in a variety of applications in
which it is necessary to render a macromolecular struc-
ture. PDBview is a standalone version of the molecule
display tool found in our other applications. PDBview
will run on a variety of devices supporting X and Motif.
While the current version of PDBview does not have
the functionality of, for example, Kinemage (Richard-
son and Richardson 1992), it is useful for rendering
PDB files on display devices supporting X/Motif when
specialized hardware and software are not available.
When an appropriate view is selected a Postscript plot
can be generated or the orientation matrix can be dis-
played for use in more elegant plotting programs.

During the course of the PDBIib development, the
object structures have been modified many times.
However, by using the abstract library interface, PDB-
view can link with the new representation with minor
modification.

PDBtool

PDBtool (Pu et al. 1992) is a macromolecular struc-
ture verification tool. Unlike other verification tools,
for examl)le, PROCIIECK (MacArthur et al. 1992)
which provide details of the structure’s geotraetric fea-
tures as a series of printed tables and graphs. PDBtool
places the structure at. the center of an iterative, in-
teractive interrogation process. Figure 3 illustrates a
typical PDBtool display. The object oriented approach
permits a coupling between the interface and the un-
derlying nwtho(ts that from the biologist’s viewpoint
is intuitive, and from the programmer’s viewpoint ex-
tensible, tlence, rather than static plots, regions of the
display, when given tire input focus, can respond with
additional information and that information can be re-
lated directly to the display of the structure. For ex-
ample, clicking on an outlier in the Ramachandran plot
or a residue with an high overall value in a distribution
of isotropic B values updates all other display objects.
In this way it is immediately obvious to the biologist.
which regions of the structure might be suspect since
the spatial relationship between potential problems are
immediately highlighted in the 3-D structure. By con-
sidering regions of the display as separate objects new
features can be added that respond appropriately t,o
user query independently of existing features.
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Fig. 3 PDBtool showing the PDB entry 3ebx, the
postsynaptic neurotoxin, erabutoxin b (Smith et al.,
1988). The macromolecu}ar viewer (bottom right) dis-
plays a ball and stick representation with the C-alpha
and C-beta atoms of the N-terminal ARG highlighted.
The secondary structure, entity, subentity and atom
browsers (left) were used to select portions of the struc-
ture to highlight. A Ramachandran plot (top right)
has residue 30 highlighted. A histogram (center bot-
tom) shows the distribution of omega torsional angles
about 180°, with potential outliers highlighted. The
option to filter atom and entity types (bottoin right) 
activated would update all windows to reflect only the
selected subset or atom or entity types. Radio buttons
(top center) return features from the Compound class
in the adjoining text box.

Macromolecular Query Language

Macromolecular Query Language (MMQL) is an ex-
tensible interpretive language in which to pose ques-
tions concerning the experimental or derived features
of the 3-dimensional structure of biological macro-
molecules. MMQL portends to be intuitive with a
simple syntax, so that from a user’s perspective com-
plex query scripts are easily written. The predomi-
nant features of MMQL are a filter and pattern gram-
mar which are combined to express a wide range of
interesting biologlogical queries. Filters permit the se-
lection of object attributes, for example, compound
name and resolution, whereas the patterns currently
implemented query primary sequence, close contacts,
hydrogen bonding, secondary structure, conformation,
and residue and nucleotide properties (volume, po-
larity, isoelectric point, hydrophobicity, and different
forms of exposure). MMQL queries are processed by
MMQLIib, a C++ class library, to which new query
methods and pattern types are easily added.

The relationship between PDBlib and MMQLlib is
shown in Figure 4.

I
l OOPDB

Object Oriented
ObjectStore

I
MMQLlib C++ Class Library I

I
PDBlib Extensions

Derived Macromolecular Data

I
PDBlib C++ Class Library

Macromolecular Data From The PD8

I
PDB

ASCII File

I
I

SESAM
Relational
Sybase

Fig 4. Relationship between PDBlib and MMQL-
lib.

MMQLlib itself consists of a class hierarchy derived
from a Query container class. The major division is
then between Set and Expression classes. Set class
components act as retainers for the initial starting set
of structures, intermediate query results, and final an-
swers. Expression classes express and evaluate the
queries based on an interpretation of a pattern and
filter grammar. Full details of the implementation and
expressive power of MMQL will be published elsewhere
(Shindyalov el al 1994), however, an example is given
here to show the relationship to PDBlib.

Query 1: Determine structures that. have a default
degree of contact between two alpha helices.

$INP = !READ[filein] ;
SHELIXI=$INP #Se condaxyS~rac~ur ePat~ ern

(AIpha);
SHELIX2=$HELIXI ;
SBUNDLE=$HELIXI SHELIX2 #ContactPat~ern ;
SBU~DLE !NRITE[fileout] ;
The first statement populates the Sel class compo-

nents as expressed by the Variable INP (Variables be-
gin with a $). A method is then applied (methods
begin with ://:) which defines a new variable ItELIXl
which contains all alpha helices associated with the
starting set of structures. Specificators are available
to this method to define how the secondary structure
is assigned. The default in thks case is the designa-
tion found in the HELIX records of the PDB file, and
thus retrieved from the PDBlib repreJentation. The
third statement makes a copy of the variable ItKLIXl in
HELIX2. The forth statement applies another method
CondactPattern to determine the degree of contact
bctween the two helices. Without modifiers to the
method the default is to register a contact if at least
one atom in 20% or more of the residues is less than
5 Angstroms from an atom in the other helix. The
results are then written to a file called results. The
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file can be read into PDBquery a graphical tool for as-
sisting in query design and displaying the resuhs of a
query.

Obviously, gains in performance can be achieved
if the derived features, such as contact patterns, are
stored rather than calculated. A prototype object ori-
ented database, OOPDB, has been developed usiug
the ObjectStore (Object Design 1992) OODB to ul-
timately meet this need. Presently OOPDB consists
of a persistent version of PDBlib. Without optimiza-
tion this provides on average a 3-6 times improvement
in performance over access of PDB files. The above
query takes about 8 seconds per structure on a Sun
SparcServer 10 Model 41 used to access PDB files. Full
details of OOPDB will be published elsewhere.

The design of MMQLIib permits the MMQL script-
ing language to be used to define from simple to com-
plex query constructs using a simple pattern grammar
and filtering. For example, we have been able to de-
termine such structural features as a Greek key motif
or 4 helical bundle with just a few lines of MMQL.

Discussion
Object oriented programming methodology provides a
clear analogy between the known conformation of a
biological macromolecule and its computer-based rep-
resentation. This is achieved with PDBIib a func-
tional, flexible and extensibh’ class library written in
(’++ The intrinsic and extensible classes are an es-
sential part of the library design for providing this ox-
tensibility. Applications which use PI)Blib correctly
shouhl remain compatible with later cnhanced releases
of PDBlib.

With the representation offered by PI)Blib it is pos-
sible to develop other interoperable components which
can he used in a variety of applications. Thus, PI)B-
view while being a standalone application for render-
lug a molecule is also used in other applications namely
Pl)Btool and PDBquery. We hope to leverage this ap-
proach further in the future.

The analysis of 3-D structure data is limited by the
parsable content, and format as presented in a PDB
file. The development of the macromolecular Crystal-
lographic Information File (mmCIF) provides a for-
real representation which many aspects of the crystal-
lographic experiment and information on the biologi-
cally active components of the structure not found in
a PDB file (Fitzgerald et al. 1993). A future version 
PDBIib, called CIFlib is under development and will
provide an cxpanded class hierarchy that permits ap-
plications to use the additional information defined in
the CIF dictionary. Like PDBlib, CIFlib will not be
dependent on the CIF data definition, but will support.
a level of representation on a par with that informa-
tion that can be parsed from a CIF file. Until the
use of CIF becomes more widespread, additional func-
tionality will be added to the PDBIib intrinsic classes.
However, given the design strategy, user applications
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should run with new releases of the library with little
or no modification.
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